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Executive Summary

Key takeaways from the Symposium are as follows:

There is a vast amount of heritage narratives untapped across Penang state, with plenty of 

potential in places further away from the state capital of George Town.

There is a necessity to review archive materials and offer alternative interpretations, as well 

as to excavate multiple, plausible interpretations rather than chase after one “true” narrative, 

given Penang’s diverse cultural influences.

Penang has a rich art history was born from its longstanding cosmopolitanism, further 

strengthening its significance to the national arts and culture narrative.

While Penang was a pioneer in arts education, it faced no shortage of difficulties in the form 

of dissent from political and religious groups which pushed practitioners into thinking outside 

the box.

Even in the 21st century, interpretation of Penang’s heritage is a sensitive task for artists and 

arts practitioners, but Penang remains ideal place for artists to use heritage as a platform to 

communicate ideas that move New Malaysia forward.

There is evidence of deep-rooted language-based segregation in some aspects of Penang’s 

arts and culture scene but this is being bridged via collaborations as well as creative platforms 

such as arts festivals.

2 Executive Summary

Spanning a ful l day of presentations and 

discussions on various aspects of Penang’s art 

history, the event was the first such Symposium 

which took place at the state capital’s annual arts 

festival, George Town Festival. Speakers comprising 

artists and academics connected to Penang 

presented a loosely chronological view on the 

development of visual and performing arts in 

Penang society. Each set of presentations were 

followed by a conversation and a question and 

answer session.

Gathering arts practitioners, art historians and 

stakeholders in Penang’s creative scene, the Great 

New World: From Free Port to Heritage Site art 

symposium was held in July 2019 to piece together 

an overview of Penang art history. The Symposium 

was organised by Penang Art District, Ruang 

Kongsi, and Malaysia Design Archive with the 

intention to shed light on Penang’s past, present, 

and future in the realm of art.

In Malaysia, discourse on art history beyond the 

capital city of Kuala Lumpur is relatively sparse, 

thus alienating significant cultural works and stories 

from the national narrative. George Town, situated 

on one of Malaysia’s best-known islands, and 

steeped in history and culture, was deemed the 

ideal place to generate such a discussion.



Key points from his keynote include:

3Opening Keynote

Penang’s earliest novelist, Ahmad bin Muhammad 

Rashid Talu, reveals Egyptian architectural influences. 

This photo confirms the community’s orientation 

towards Egypt. 

Utilising photographs of makyong performances in 

Penang from the 19th century, Simon pointed out the 

presence of top hats and beer bottles among 

patrons, which suggested a culturally-mixed 

audience and the possibility of makyong tents being 

set up next to Chinese gambling dens, at least in 

parts of Penang. The notion of Makyong being an 

artform that was in interaction with modernity at that 

time is ultimately more interesting than the continued 

debate on the origin of Makyong.

“We often use photographs as visual support for 
historical argument, but we don’t look at what is being 
depicted and how it is telling us something different.”

Our present understanding of Penang’s past is 

based on the scholarly achievements of people 

around the world who have written about Penang. 

But there is a necessity of reviewing these works 

and understanding the history of Penang in order to 

expand upon the analysis and documentation of 

Penang art. He noted that music archive Penang 

House of Music, historical publication The Chulia In 

Penang by Khoo Salma, and the revival of the art of 

Potehi were a few recent successes in the analysis 

and documentation of Penang art history.

“It’s not about discovering which origin is more authentic 
or true; Penang has many different origins.”

Plenty of opportunities remain for the public to 

discover alternative narratives from archive material 

despite the volume of work available on Penang’s 

history. A closer view of an archive photo of the 

custodians of Masjid Jalan Aceh, which depicted 

Opening Keynote
Dan Lain-Lain

Speaker
Simon Soon, Senior Lecturer at the Visual Art Program, 
University Malaya and a team member of Malaysia Design Archive

Titled “Dan Lain-Lain”, Simon’s segment explored ways 
to approach documentation and archives on Penang in 
order to continue building narratives of Penang’s past.



Simon also noted the possibility of decentering 

George Town as a world heritage site and 

considering other parts of Penang with heritage 

narratives. There was also a need to decenter 

Penang’s narrative from the wealthy.

4 Opening Keynote

Among areas that are still lacking in terms of 

research and documentation include the narratives 

of Penang’s opium smokers, coolies and prostitutes. 

The lack of scholarly material available on these 

subjects means we must look beyond colonial 

records to find creative possibilities of other sources 

where different narratives might emerge.

In closing, Simon urged participants to be more 

playful and imaginative in how we see ourselves in 

relation to the world. There is a need to reconsider 

and rethink beyond the types we assign ourselves, 

which can be toxic for the way we perceive 

ourselves; he urged participants to look towards 

finding a different language to carve ourselves in a 

multicultural environment like Penang.

Fascinating histories can be found in places such 

as Air Itam, where Chinese scholar and reformist 

Kang Youwei would carve out calligraphic messages 

on the surface of rocks during the Chinese Revolu-

tion. Elsewhere in Air Itam, the origins of Jalan Zoo 

and Makam Sheikh Omar Basheer conjure stories 

capable of decentering Penang’s narrative away 

from George Town, but these accounts lack the 

verification of scholarly research.

Makyong dance and drama at Penang Island, c. 1903, Lambert & Co.

Source: KITLV Leiden



Key points from her session include:

5Before & After Merdeka

Advertisements in early newspapers such as 

Cahaya Pulau Pinang are some of the earliest form 

of illustration art in Penang, dating back to as early 

as 1903. Advertising Western and Chinese goods 

to local buyers, they featured sketches and 

renderings with three-dimensional perspectives. 

But even before the establishment of printing 

presses turned Penang’s visual culture around, 

intricate, hand-designed Malay manuscripts such 

as the Taj Al-Salatin have been produced in Penang 

since the 16th century.

Penang, Malacca and Singapore were straits 

settlements under the British administration. Prior 

to Malayan independence, Penang witnessed a 

burgeoning growth of technology and increased 

mobility by possessing electric trams and double 

decker buses, but this slowed down during the 

1970s.

“More than 100 years ago, Penang was very cosmopolitan 
in terms of its population, city development and architec-
ture, as seen through the design of its shophouses and 
buildings.”

Before & After Merdeka
Pioneering Artists, Art Movements 

& Visual Culture in Penang 
(before World War II)

Speaker
Sarena Abdullah, Senior Lecturer at the School of the Arts, 
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Exploring the development of visual in Penang, 
Sarena’s presentation identified pivotal works, 
artists and movements in Penang’s art history. 
The crux of her presentation was that visual culture 
is strongly rooted in Penang. She began the session 
by outlining Penang’s cosmopolitanism, which 
resulted in its conducive environment for 
technological and cultural exchange and growth.



There was already a tradition of scribes 
present in Penang [back then] that had 
a strong sense of aesthetic value and 
literary knowledge.

6 Before & After Merdeka

“

Tay Hooi Keat, a close friend of Yong Mun Sen, 

was invited to participate in the first and only joint 

exhibition by the Penang Impressionists and the 

Penang Art Club. His work showcased a fascination 

with modern elements in his surroundings such as 

urban transportation, resulting in notable paintings 

on the trams, railways, and the once-essential Hajj 

Ship in Penang.

During the question and answer session, the 

possibility of the subject in Yong Mun Sen’s “Beauty 

Queen” being a transwoman was raised. It was 

noted that the trans community had a significant 

presence in Penang’s past, evident through the 

beauty contests and pageants held for the 

community. Simon, who moderated the Q&A 

session, added that Boria troupes also had a 

history of being associated with the trans 

community who used boria as a space to raise 

funds.

Abdullah Ariff, a member of the Penang 

Impressionists, an art club comprising mostly the 

wives of expatriates. A self-taught artist of Peranakan 

heritage, Abdullah Ariff would later be known for his 

watercolour renditions of local scenes and 

landscapes, as well as his illustrations for local 

presses.

Sarena also brought up several prominent artists 

from this era. They include:

Yong Mun Sen approached modern art by toying 

with influences from European and Chinese art in 

his paintings. Influenced by old impressionist 

techniques, his notable works ‘Beauty Queen’ 

and ‘Relaxing’ feature subjects which do not 

seem to represent and specif ic ethnicity within 

the land.



Key takeaways from his session include:
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The culturally-diverse street names in Penang reflects 

the possibilities of a diverse range of music available 

in Penang played by its residents. This quality was 

taken further when the British brought in musicians 

from China, India and the Philippines during the early 

1900s. This resulted in musicians who had a rich 

repertory of influences and could adapt to performances 

for various socioeconomic and ethnic classes.

“If you grew up in China, you only listen to music from 
China, but you come to Penang and you walk down the 
street you’ll hear all sorts of music, like listening to the 
radio without a dial.”

Penang House of Music began as a successful 

exhibition which was turned into a book. Due to the 

positive response towards the project and volume 

of material collected on the cultures, traditions, and 

people of Penang’s music scene, it was decided 

that an archive was ideal. The archive is in the 

process of digitising much of its collections due to 

the perishable nature of some of these materials.

“Intangible heritage is so important. Buildings can be 
restored, lives cannot.”

Paul noted that Penang had a very diverse range of 

music, and that music would have been one of the 

prime pastimes for people in the pre-Independence 

era. Some of the oldest-surviving music traditions 

unique to Penang include boria and dondang 

sayang, which were complex call-and-response 

community performances led by local men and 

women.

Before & After Merdeka
Music Cultures & The Performing Arts

Speaker
Paul Augustin, Founder of Penang House of Music

Paul Augustin of Penang House of Music reviewed 
Penang’s music tradition and history, as well as the 
effort put into forming Penang House of Music, an 
archive of Penang music which he founded.



8 Before & After Merdeka

Western awareness of Penang was indicated 

through newspaper cl ippings, photographs and 

music recordings. Paul had archive material on 

Orson Welles and Rita Hayworth enjoying their 

visit to Penang, as well as records l ike Pulau 

Pinang by Dutch singer Anneke Gronloh and 

Penang Samba by Lena. Meanwhile, “Putera 

Puteri” by Jimmy Boyle became the first Malay 

song that was recorded and played on English 

radio station BBC.

During the question and answer session, Simon 

also addressed concerns about researchers 

relying on state-sanctioned information from 

institutional archives. He noted that most archives 

receive money from the state government, but 

people sanctioned archives with their own 

revenue streams exist. However, there is a need 

for balance as the latter provides unique, specif ic 

views on things which need to be informed by 

contextual views and academic statistics which 

can be obtained from the former.

An archive should be 
a node and a hub where 
people feel invested; 
successful archives from 
around the world have 
been able to give people 
a sense of ownership.

“



Key findings from his session include:

9Reinventing Penang

The biggest challenge in the conception and eventual 

operation for USM’s school for the performing arts 

was to familiarise university leaders with the nature of 

performing arts. Ghulam noted that teaching the 

performing arts was complex and built around 

practical training compared to other courses offered 

at the university at the time. Training a student in the 

performing arts was also a lengthy process — 

puppeteers for instance can take up to 5 years to 

train. 

Ghulam recalled that in 1969, the ruling govern-

ment’s poor performance in Penang prompted the 

establishment University Port Penang, which would 

soon be renamed Universiti Sains Malaysia and 

become the first university in Malaysia to offer an 

education in the performing arts. 

Ghulam was teaching Asian literature in USM while 

pursuing his studies on the performing arts. Upon 

obtaining his doctorate on Makyong studies in 

1976, he was called back to USM to develop a 

curriculum for the School’s drama & theatre, music, 

and dance programmes. He was appointed Head of 

the Performing Arts programme and developed the 

introductory drama and theatre courses. Ghulam 

eventually left his role in 1995 upon disagreements 

over the university’s direction.

Reinventing Penang
An Art School inside a new University of Penang

Speaker
Ghulam-Sarwar Yousof, Adjunct Professor at the Cultural Centre, 
University Malaya

In the 70s, the presence of a school for the performing 
arts within a university is a rare phenomenon in the 
Southeast Asian region. Ghulam-Sarwar Yusof 
chronologically tells his journey of developing Universiti 
Sains Malaysia’s School of the Arts, then popularly
known as Sekolah Seni.



I feel that a lot of this is due to ignorance. 
If you don’t take the effort to understand 
the value of the arts, you fall into the trap 
of religion and bangsa this bangsa that.

“

10 Reinventing Penang

The performing arts department struggled with 

internal resistance from the dean of the university, 

who wanted Malay-centric works to take precedence 

over quality of the department’s content. The School’s 

critically-acclaimed adaptation of Hamlet, which 

utilised Latiff Mohidin’s translation, attracted attention 

from local media but was opposed by the dean. 

Educators at the time not only had to focus on 

practical courses, but also work on conservation and 

preservation of the performing arts which Ghulam 

believes should be the university’s responsibility.

Ghulam’s time in USM was fraught with challenges, 

particularly tensions arising from political, racial and 

religious agents. Some of them include:

Ghulam believes that rel igious fanatics are a 

major obstacle in the development of traditional 

theatre in Malaysia. Citing Shahnon Ahmad and 

the Chief Minister of Kelantan as problematic 

individuals during his time in the university, he 

recalled a conversation in which the latter said 

“My job as Chief Minister is to make sure my 

people don’t go to hell.” Ghulam’s thoughts was 

later exemplif ied by Ray Langenbach’s experience 

as an educator in USM.



Key points from his keynote include:

11Reinventing Penang

Like Ghulam, Ray too faced resistance for the art 

form he was practising. His students at USM had to 

face protests from religious students who were 

against installations bearing likeness to human 

beings, as this was not permissible in interpretations 

of Islamic text. This however prompted a move 

towards the utilization of robotics.

In 1988, he was appointed Head of Sculpture at 

USM’s School of the Humanities and taught 

installation art, which was a relatively new form for 

the Southeast Asian region. One of the first 

assignments he gave to his students was to create 

a “spirit trap”, which each set of students 

interpreted according to their own culture and 

beliefs.

“One of the problems you face when you’re teaching art 
is that when people hear the word art they freeze up.”

“We often use photographs as visual support for 
historical argument, but we don’t look at what is being 
depicted and how it is telling us something different.”

Reinventing Penang
Experimental Art as Pedagogy

Speaker
Ray Langenbach, Star Foundation Professor of Research at the 
Faculty of Creative Industries, Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman

Ray recalled notable works during the early days 
of experimental art education in Penang, and also 
explored some of his installation art. Opening with 
lyrics of Bob Dylan’s Ballad of a Thin Man, Ray 
explained that he arrived in Malaysia as an artist 
during the time of Operasi Lalang. Back then, there 
was little exposure to installations and public art 
in Penang.



12 Reinventing Penang

During the open discussion, the following points were 

raised:

Simon Soon wondered if Sarena Abdullah was aware 

of the Ray’s work during the period and the tensions 

within USM. Sarena explained that as a student she 

wasn’t aware of the issues facing USM’s educators, 

but she had been exposed to the robotics and 

electronic art from Ray’s department. She believed 

that the generational gap between educators resulted 

in a loss of information as people were less likely to 

share the memories and rich history of the School.

In addressing Simon’s question on whether the 

murals and Penang’s range of street art (e.g. Ernest 

Zacharevic’s pieces) are a continuation of the work 

done by experimental art educators, Ray noted that  

historically, street art was a tradition of the left. 

Penang’s popular street art meanwhile was created 

with the notion of tourism and Penang being a tourist 

centre.

Simon and Ray noted that the Asia Art Archive does 

not contain works from Malaysia, as the archive ruled 

that documentation of Malaysian works had too much 

non-art elements. Singapore and other Asian 

countries meanwhile can be found in the archive.

“The selfie [culture] has taken over any kind of political 
dimension of street art.”

Wong Hoy Cheong’s “Sook Ching”, which 

comprises an oil painting on a gunny sack and a 

video installation, reflects upon the tragic 

consequences of the Japanese occupation towards 

the Chinese community.

Ray showed audiences several installation artworks 

from the era which include:

Liew Kung Yu’s “Who Am I” questioned the 

permanence of Chinese traditions by utilising prayer 

tablets and television monitors, as well as a live 

performance.

Ray’s own work include “Zone”, which featured 

three students reading propagandistic texts 

while chickens pecked their own shells, as a 

reminder of the destruction of pedagogical 

institutionalization.

“Votantu” was an immersive outdoor theatre 

piece held on university grounds, featured 15 

actors and musicians with multiple parallel 

performances including polit ical speeches, 

traditional music, and a closing act in the form 

of the police, which were invited by the artists 

to disperse the audience.

“Lima Lima Beach Street” which utilised video 

footage of bank tel lers and former MIC 

Secretary-General D.P. Vijendran in response 

to a highly-publicised pornographic video scandal 

in 1992.

Makyong dance and drama at Penang Island, c. 1903, Lambert & Co.

Source: KITLV Leiden



The key takeaways are as follows:

13Today & Tomorrow

In 2015, George Town World Heritage Incorporated 

(GTWHI) began engaging artists to visually brand the 

George Town Heritage Celebrations. The resulting 

logo showcased the linguistic traditions of George 

Town, and was paired with naive illustrations to create 

an impression of the past. This aligned with the 

nature of the celebration which is a social participation 

initiative rather than a showcase or performance.

When Li Feng participated as a curator in the follow-

ing year, the visual design explored collective memo-

ries and was oriented towards pop art. But in 2018, 

GWTHI decided not to work with a curator. Li Feng 

believes this edition felt derivative and manufactured 

from ideas used in the previous editions, and there 

was a lack of curation binding the festival together.

Overall, Li Feng stressed the critical role of an artist 

to translate cultural content in imaginative ways, 

taking into consideration various sensitives of a 

multicultural society.

While working in Arts-Ed under Janet Pillai, she 

collected heritage narratives from the residents of 

Balik Pulau for a community newspaper. Her 

artist-collaborator’s illustration of a Malay person 

loaning from a Chettiar money lender caused quite 

a flare-up. Although the story was provided by local 

residents, a group wanting to stir ethnic tensions 

held a public burning of the collateral, saying that it 

depicted Malays as a poor people. 

Using examples of graphics and handouts from 

Arts-Ed, Li Feng highlighted the importance of 

vernacular design to share the meaning of heritage 

with the people of Penang. To convey George 

Town’s heritage using visuals, a series of historical 

comics and infographics were produced in a 

particular style to evoke memories of the place.

Today & Tomorrow
Heritage and Interpretation in Multicultural 

George Town

Speaker
Kuah Li Feng, cultural practitioner, researcher and 
graphic designer

Kuah Li Feng took attendees through the visual 
branding of George Town in the first 10 years of its 
UNESCO World Heritage status. She opened her 
segment by noting the power and social consequences 
in interpreting stories as a visual artist.
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In 2009, Arts-Ed rebranded it to The Early 

Settlements Walk, and in 2014, Think City 

organised the Street of Harmony Interpretation 

Project which changed the focus of the walk to 

spiritual elements rather than spiritual values.

The Street of Harmony was a notable heritage 

init iative which faced plenty of obstructions and 

has seen many reincarnations. In 2006, Arts-Ed 

brought students to visit the different houses of 

worship on the same street in conjunction with 

the Penang Global Ethic Project. The walk gained 

controversial status after a delegate from a 

polit ical party accused it of eroding Islam, and the 

education department issued a notice cautioning 

people against participating in it.

Two years later, upon recognition of George Town 

as a UNESCO World Heritage site, the Street of 

Harmony walk was revived, this time with the

education department approving 10 students from 

each school to participate in the walk. That same 

year, the walk was conducted by Think City for 

former President of India Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. 

Li Feng also spoke extensively about a heritage 

project which faced controversy upon receiving 

negative attention from polit ical and rel igious 

groups. The fol lowing details a brief history of 

The Street of Harmony project:

George Town Heritage Celebrations in 2015

Source: George Town World Heritage Incorporated



The key takeaways are as follows:
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Fan Chon noted the scarcity of arts writers and 

publications in Penang, but this is potentially due to 

USM being the sole public university in the state with 

arts courses. He named Penang Art District as one of 

the state’s publications with a column dedicated to 

Penang’s art and artists.

In closing, Fan Chon necessitates knowledge of the 

who’s and the where’s of Penang’s art scene in order 

to look beyond state funding and synergise with the 

rest of the ecosystem.

“We are not a university town; I personally think you 
need a lot of young people to have the energies to make 
this happen.”

Having operated the art venue Run Amok for 5 

years in the past, Fan Chon confessed struggling 

to sustain the venue due to a lack of resources, 

possibly resulting from a low awareness of the arts 

ecosystem. According to Fan Chon, there are many 

parties who are willing to collaborate with festivals 

and artists, as well as to open their spaces to host 

exhibitions.

“When you’re really poor, you’re forced to look around at 
all the things you have around you.”

Fan Chon’s chart maps all the state organisations 

which organise George Town’s major festivals and 

events such as the George Town Festival, George 

Town World Heritage Celebrations and George 

Town Literary Festival. Examples include George 

Town Festival being directly answerable to Chief 

Minister Incorporated (CMI) while other events such 

as the George Town Literary Festival were organ-

ised by subsidiaries of CMI, such as the Penang 

Convention & Exhibition Bureau.

Today & Tomorrow
Mapping of Penang’s Visual Art Ecosystem

Speaker
Hoo Fan Chon, artist, curator co-founder and member of 
Run Amok, an art collective based in George Town, Penang

Hoo Fan Chon’s segment was a breakdown of the 
organisations, components and initiatives which form 
the visual art ecosystem and infrastructure in Penang.



They key points from the conversation 
are as follows:
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Nurhilyati noted that there were many changes in 

Penang after George Town Festival began. Local 

performing artists returned from abroad and started 

creating art in Penang. She also witnessed positive 

changes among university students over the past 

decade. Students are now more able to become part 

of the industry upon leaving their institutions, while 

universities are more open to collaborations. Both 

Nurhilyati and Lay Chin believe that George Town 

Festival has also amplified exposure for student 

creatives.

Lay Chin outlined that in Mandarin-speaking commu-

nities, students who study in an art school are very 

different from students who set up their own theatre 

troupes upon finishing secondary education. She 

claimed that the latter group face difficulties because 

they are passionate about their craft but lack the 

knowledge of making theatre a viable career. Profes-

sional education provides them the opportunity for 

employment, as well as internships so they can 

gauge whether their knowledge matches industry 

needs.

Both Nurhilyati and Lay Chin noted that theatre in 

Penang is often separated according to language 

and race; English-language theatre frequently took 

place at The Actors Studio, Chinese theatre often 

took place at Dewan Sri Pinang, while Malay theatre 

took place during seasonal festivals. Nurhilyati, who 

arrived in Penang 15 years ago to complete her 

degree in theatre noted that beyond the university, 

places to encounter theatre were limited to Dewan 

Sri Pinang, Greenhall, and the KOMTAR Auditorium.

Chinese theatre in Penang often staged works from 

China as well as original pieces written locally. 

According to Lay Chin, many stagings of scripts 

from China took place from the 1970s to the 1990s 

as theatre-makers were using drama as a tool to 

make Chinese people cooperate and raise funds for 

the war in China. There was a turning point during 

the 1980s when local producers and troupes began 

looking at scripts from neighbouring countries such 

as Singapore.

Today & Tomorrow
Contemporary & Modern Performing Arts

Speaker
Nur Hilyati Ramli, Lecturer at the School of the Arts, 
Universiti Sains Malaysia
Wong Lay Chin, Lecturer for Drama & Theatre, 
New Era University College

The final presentation was conducted by Nurhilyati Ramli 
and Wong Lay Chin. Both educators compared and 
contrasted key characteristics of Malay and Chinese-
language theatre in Penang, noting the deeply-rooted 
language-based segregation in Penang’s theatre scene. 
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“One of the problems you face when you’re teaching art 
is that when people hear the word art they freeze up.”
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